Figure 1. Visual model of a persona characteristic’s grounding

els were spread across multiple XML documents; each document was structured according to a Document Type Description (DTD). These DTDs structured elements according to different model categories. For example, requirements
model elements were structured according to a ‘goals’ DTD,
while usability model elements such as personas and scenarios were structured based on a ‘usability DTD’. Because there
were dependencies between different XML documents that
could not be easily resolved, these needed to be imported into
CAIRIS in a particular order to ensure referential integrity in
the database was maintained.
Developers were comfortable using XML to exchange models, but not all developers wanted to use CAIRIS. CAIRIS,
however, played an important role is analysing the impact
of different models on persona characteristics and vice-versa.
Therefore, to ensure that team members would maintain personas, model interchangeability had to be supported at the
level of personas, rather than at the coarse grained levels of
the DTD. To do this, we modified the DTD for CAIRIS ‘usability’ elements to make the exchange of personas easier.
An excerpt of the revised usability DTD is visualised in Figure 4. Class names correspond with element names, and the
left-right order in the diagram indicates the order of elements
within the DTD. Our aim in modifying this DTD was to allow
personas and all their supplemental data to be externalised in
a single XML document. We also wanted to make the structure of these documents as close as possible to CAIRIS’ conceptual model of personas. This meant that, while the DTD
was sub-optimal when compared to XML schema validation,
it was easier for most team members to understand and maintain.

Figure 3. Details of qualitative grounding of a persona characteristic

To support the specification of this information, interfaces
were added not only for adding and managing codes, quotations, and code relationships but also, as Figure 3 shows, the
role each quotation played in a characteristic’s argumentation
model.
Facilitate persona interchange

Making CAIRIS available to everyone on the project made
model interchangeability a concern. CAIRIS facilitated
model interchange using XML; models would be exported
to XML on one running instance of CAIRIS, and imported
on another. Due to the complexity of the underlying CAIRIS
database, which contained over 320 tables, the webinos mod-

We believe this approach to persona interchange was successful because, while CAIRIS was only consistently used by a
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